
Keep in mind that everyones face is shaped a little differently 
 so you might find that you need to draw your nose, ears or something else 

 a little longer or shorter ! 
 

This is just a guide for you to get a sense where your facial features are
correctly located and how you can measure them using a pencil.

The beginners guide to Drawing Faces 



Draw an upside down egg.
This will be your head!
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Draw a line down the middle. 
SO YOU HAVE 2 EQUAL APARTS

Draw a line ACROSS the middle. 
YOU NOW HAVE 4 EQUAL PARTS

you will draw your 
eyes on this level later 

 

DIVID THE AREA BETWEEN THE EYES
& CHIN INTO 3 EQUAL PARTS

CROWN OF YOUR HEAD

generally your ear lobe
lines up with the bottom 

of your nose

& the tops of your
ears line up around

your eyebrows  

 draw a small marker

BOTTOM OF YOUR
LOWER LIP

THIS WILL BE YOUR CHIN

END OF YOUR NOSE

ear lobe
marker



To draw the width of your nose 
 look at the inner corners of your eyes & draw a line down.  

your nose is 1 eye-width wide. 
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Your eyes are one eye-width apart. 
You should be able to fit 5 eye widths on your face. 

draw in your eye in between your marker. 
think of the shape of an oval. 

draw the iris in next. this is the coloured circle of your eye

Look in a mirror:  does the corner of your lip 
line up with your iris or pupil ?

This will help you find the length of your upper lip.
make a mark on either side

how to draw lips
Think of the letter 'M'. use a mirror to help you. 

Your upper lip will sort of look like a 
flattened Letter 'M'. 

Underneath your upper lip looks like a 'M' too, but much squishier! 

Now join the corners of your upper lip together like this.

Draw a gentle curve linking you bottom lip to your upper lip.
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Remember the marker from Step 6 ?
Draw a light arch for your eyebrows - 

At the end you will come back to adjust it to suit your eyebrow shape

Your Temple :  Draw a slight inner-ward curve
Your cheekbone is below your eyes.  our faces are all different so your

cheekbone's might be softer or sharper

Drawing your Jawbone. 
face shapes are all different. look in the mirror. 

Is your jawline round, wide, narrow etc ? 

 your neck begins around your jawline. 
People often make the error drawing it too skinny. 
an adult head weights 10 pounds so it needs a strong

base & musle to be supported by.
 

temple

cheekbone

the trapezius muscle  (Tra-pee-ze-us)

Your shoulders don't go straight across! There is 
a gentle slope between your neck and your shoulders



How to measure your Shoulders : 

Use your head as a measure. 
Our shoulders are roughly one head width in length.

so you can see your shoulders are a bit longer than you 
might realise!  

 

erase all your marker lines 
 

Finally observe what kind of hair you have  in front of your
ears & Draw it in. 
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your hairline begins within the egg shape you drew
in step 1. 

Look in your mirror 
to see how your hairline curves around your

forehead
 how much space do you need to give between your

eyebrows and hairline ?
 

As we are looking straight ahead for this pose you wont see 
too much of your Ears. You might wear your hair long so it

might even cover your ears
 

My ears are  smaller than the original markers when I looked
in the mirror. mine are closer to my eyes than eyebrows

our original  ear
marker from step 5 & 6

 

finto! 
You've now completed drawing 

your facial proportions & are ready to begin adding
 more details to your self portrait !
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This class was facilitate by Enniscorthy based artist Nadia Corridan 

This is the drawing further along with time spent builting up shading and
texture using a range of pencils (from 4H, B, 2B, 4B & 6B)


